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conventional, deliberate, and comparatively slow intro-
duction of the needle with syringe attached is replaced
by an instantaneous introduction, which is always
completely painless. The needle is held by the butt
between the thumb and second and third fingers exactly
like a dart, and is plunged into the tissues as fast as
possible with a downward flick of the wrist. The
syringe is then attached for the injection. I was first
introduced to this method by a staff nurse who demon-
strated it on my person. 0 ! si sic omnes.-I am, etc.,

East Glamorgan Hospital, J. DE SWIET.
Near Pontypridd.

Neuropathy after Thalidomide ("Distaval")
SIR,-I read with interest the article by Drs. Pamela

M. Fullerton and Michael Kremer (September 30,
p. 855). I have seen six cases of neuropathy due to
"distaval " (thalidomide) this year; in fact it seems that
this drug is fast becoming one of the commonest causes
of peripheral neuropathy in neurological clinics. When
this neuropathy occurs with other neurological disease
diagnosis can be difficult. One of my patients has
cervical spondylosis, another diabetes mellitus, and yet
another post-encephalitic Parkinsonism; in these three,
however, the neuropathy is purely sensory and there is
slight sensory impairment in the distal parts of all four
extremities without other physical signs, the reflexes
being normal. One has learnt to recognize this clinical
pattern as typical of distaval neuropathy.

It is of some interest that the makers of this drug,
while admitting that neuropathy occurs in 1 in 250 cases
of patients on long-term therapy, still advertise it widely
as the ideal hypnotic and it even occupies a prominent
page in the current number of the Journal of Neurology,
Neurosurgery, and Psychiatry.

Like Drs. Fullerton and Kremer's cases, mine have
so far not improved greatly when the drug has been
withdrawn.

It is clearly important that wide publicity is given to
this neuropathy, for the drug is still very popular. One
source of confusion has been the use of the official
name, for the first description of distaval neuropathy
appeared in the Journal under the somewhat unhelpful
title of " Is Thalidomide to Blame ? "'-I am, etc.,
Whipps Cross Hospital, K. W. G. HEATHFIELD.
London E.lI
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SIR,-I was most interested to read the article by Drs.
Pamela M. Fullerton and Michael Kremer on neuro-
pathy after the intake of " distaval " (thalidomide) over
a long period (September 30, p. 855).

I have for the past 18 months been perplexed by a
female patient of 35 who has complained of paraesthesiae
in the hands and later in the feet spreading upwards over
the months to the groin. There was also gradually
increasing pain in the limbs and weakness of the legs
with difficulty in climbing stairs and walking. Oedema
of the ankles has been present on occasions. An
interesting factor present in this case and not noted in
the article, probably owing to the age group of the
reported cases, was that amenorrhoea occurred after
starting to take thalidomide in doses of 50-100 mg.
nightly. From regular daily temperature charts it was
apparently associated with the absence of ovulation.
Two dilatations and curettages at intervals of 12 months

showed normal pelvic organs but little or no curettings.
Brittle finger-nails with marked ridging were also
noticed.

It would be interesting to know whether the
amenorrhoea is also due to taking thalidomide over a
long period, as all the other symptoms presented in the
article are practically identical with those in my case.
It should perhaps be added that the presence of any
other neurological condition has been excluded.-I am,
etc.,
Nuneaton, Warwickshire. PHILIP HowE.

Seasonal Incidence of Clinical Onset of Hodgkin's
Disease

SIR,-Dr. Marion D. Cridland (September 2, p. 621)
has reported that the times at which patients present
with symptoms of superficial Hodgkin's disease are not
randomly distributed among the months of the year;
and her finding has since been confirmed by Drs. James
Innes and Joseph Newall (September 16, p. 765) in a
further series of cases. Dr. Cridland has suggested
what the later authors hesitate to accept, that this
consistent seasonal preponderance of cases presenting
might support the view that Hodgkin's disease is caused
by an infective agent or that its onset is precipitated by
such an agent.

Drs. Innes and Newall have intimated that the time
between initiation of a tumour and its attainment of a
clinically significant size is an expression of its growth
rate. If it is assumed that the disease is initiated at a
single minute focus and that a single affected gland is
to triple its normal volume by proliferation of the cells
in the initial focus, then a growth rate overwhelmingly
greater than the usual rate of progress of the disease
indicates must be construed if initiation of the disease
and presentation of a slightly enlarged gland are to
occur within a few weeks of one another. Furthermore,
it is evident that sites remote from the primary must
already be involved at the time the patient presents,
otherwise the disease could be cured by excision of the
primary focus. Nevertheless, these secondary sites often
do not achieve a detectable size until many months after
the first symptom.

Dr. Cridland's paper raises yet again the question of
the status of the "infective" theory of the origin of
Hodgkin's disease, and since the status of this theory
of aetiology seems to enjoy indefinite immunity to the
growing evidence of failure to isolate a specific causative
agent the matter deserves further discussion at the
present time.

Hodgkin's disease can make its first appearance in a wide
variety of sites, many of which are unrelated to a recognized
portal of infection; sooner or later it is found to have
spread widely through the body by a process indistinguish-
able from multiple metastasis; the lesions are characterized
by cellular proliferation, by abundant production of
aberrant tissue (neoplasia), and by infiltration of normal
structures ; progress of the disease is checked by forms of
therapy (e.g., radiation and nitrogen mustard) which are
known to restrain the course of malignant disease and to
act by interference with cellular proliferation; the disease
may shade off into a condition from which the histologist
cannot withhold a frankly malignant appellation-Hodgkin's
sarcoma; and, finally, it is invariably fatal. Where is the
decisive distinction from an early-metastasizing form of
malignant disease ?
The " infective " theory of origin appears to rest on very

slender associations: classical confusion of the disease with
tuberculosis; the existence of cellular pleomorphism in the
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lesions; and the occurrence of systemic manifestations such
as fever, anaemia, or a rash. But it would indeed be
surprising if spontaneous manifestations of the reaction to
infection, or abnormal reactions to actual infection. were
not to be observed during the course of a disease, of
whatever origin, that disorders the very tissue that is most
intimately involved in the response to infection. It should
be added that there must be very few human diseases which
have been so intensively explored for the implication of a
microbe in their aetiology. The enormous literature on the
subject reports little more than a series of trials of
innumerable suspects ranging over almost all the species
of parasitic unicellular organisms.' The evidence has never
been sufficient for a conviction, although many of the
suspects were on trial for several years before being
reluctantly discharged as innocent. It is not unreasonable
to conclude that the instigation for most of these many
inquiries may not have been sound.

It follows that there is a greater volume of negative
evidence against the "infective" origin of Hodgkin's
disease than against an infective cause for cancer of
the rectum or for chilblains. With every regard for
wise counsel to keep an open mind in the matter, it
can reasonably be asserted that since the grounds for
belief in the "infective" theory have grown no larger,
whereas the negative evidence against it has been
cumulative for over half a century, the time has come
when the " infective " and " neoplastic " theories should
not be given equal status in textbooks of pathology.
Is there no weight in negative evidence ? The matter
is of more than academic interest: obsession with the
" infective " theory has absorbed, and is still absorbing,
an excessive proportion of research zeal in the subject,
with relative neglect of other aspects of the disease.
The undying attractiveness of the " infective " theory

may owe much to two factors which spring more from
the forgivable foibles of human nature than from the
observable features of the disease: first, the theory
promises to bring this lethal condition into the category
of diseases over which we are steadily achieving specific
mastery; secondly, it offers a methodologically and
intellectually more comfortable experimental approach
than does the consideration of an intrinsic origin. That
is, the subject is less encouraging and more difficult
without a microbe in the picture.
With regard to Dr. Cridland's findings, it is relevant

to observe that suicide, a wilful act, consistently shows
an incidence which also is not randomly distributed
among the months of the year.2 3 The decision to
seek advice about a symptom of rather gradual onset
is also a wilful act. As your correspondent, Dr. K. W.
Beetham (September 30. p. 896), points out in a light
vein, seasonal circumstantial factors are a recognized
influence on personal decisions of this kind.

Finally, may I be permitted to recommend retirement
of the term "lymphadenoma " ? " Adenoma " is well
established as a term for benign tumours of glands;
the lymph node is not a gland ; the lesions of Hodgkin's
disease have no glandular structure; and the disease is
most certainly a malignant disease.-I am, etc.,

HAROLD B. HEWITr.
The John Burford Carlill Pathological Laboratories,

Westminster School of Medicine,
London S.W.l.
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Cytotoxic Drugs and Rad:otherapy
STR,-I attended the symposium on the subject of

methotrexate in the treatment of caincer described in your
special correspondent's report (October 7, p. 954). The
primary disappearance of disease by continued intra-
arterial infusion with methotrexate direct to the tumour
has been shown to be truly remarkable in many cases
as yet of limited duration. In 1959 1 made an
unchallenged statement in your columns to the effect
that "fcytostatic" remedies have never really cured a
malignancy." 1 In the main this is still true, although
a proportion of patients suffering from chorion-
epitheliomata-a very primitive type-are still living for
quite a long time.
Undoubtedly quite a few radiotherapists conduct a

chemotherapy and hormone clinic with their colleagues,
and it is to them that this letter is directed. Why wait
for the inevitable recurrence-not rarely sudden and
often very rapid in growth-after cytotoxic drugs ? At
the moment there is under my care a patient who had
very advanced ovarian carcinoma which was completely
resolved by thiotepa (triethylene thiophosphoramide)
with support for the bone marrow by " durabolin " (19-
norandrostenolone phenylpropionate). When first seen
the poor general condition did not permit radical
irradiation. Moreover, the presence of large masses
meant that the centres of those masses were probably
deficient in oxygen and therefore unlikely to be sutfi-
ciently radiosensitive to be readily permanently cured.
Realizing that recurrence was inevitable a radical course
of irradiation was given when the patient was perfectly
fit. She is now very well. The duration of survival
will be interesting.
One thing can definitely be said about cytotoxic drugs,

that although in the main they are still far from curative
a proportion of patients may be rendered more amenab!e
to radical radiotherapy and so be given a chance of
permanent cure. It would appear likely that cytotoxic
drugs, far from being a competitor to radiotherapy, may
well prove its handmaiden and extend its scope. Such
is the purpose of the combined clinic which we run at
this hospital.2
Most of us are only too well aware of the equally

dramatic disappearance and recurrence of Hodgkin's
disease following nitrogen mustard. We might do well
to bear in mind the view of that prominent American
expert, Dr. Sidney Farber, to the effect that it might
be more advantageous to re-explore some of the old
remedies properly rather than continually try new ones
inadequately. There is little doubt that, as the results
of radiotherapy have improved by prolonging the
overall treatment times, it is possible that cytotoxic drugs
may similarly be better applied and so yield better
dividends. Possibly nitrogen mustard may come within
this category. Future attention should surely be
directed towards tumours other than the reticuloses,
which are often very radiosensitive and free of disease
for many years. It is generally held to be quite wrong
to use cytotoxic drugs for limited disease which can
possibly be treated by radiation. Publication of clinical
trials of reticuloses treated by cytotoxic drugs is now
hardly advantageous.-I am, etc.,
Radiotherapy Department. ANTHONY GREEN.

Royal Northern Hospital.
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